NATURAL

MANDALA
PRINTS

ARCHIVAL PRINT OPTIONS
PRINT SIZES & PAPER SURFACES
We offer a variety of sizes to help suit your taste, space and budget. From the chart below
select which best accommodates your needs. Sizes indicate the dimension of the image.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

IMAGE SIZE
12.5” X 12.5”
16.0” X 16.0”
20.0” X 20.0”
26.0” X 26.0”
36.0” X 36.0”
42.0” X 42.0”

PAPER SIZE
13” X 13”
22” X 22”
22” X 22”
30” X 30”
44” X 44”
44” X 44”

PRICE
$150.00
$200.00
$225.00
$250.00
$300.00
$325.00

* We offer a savings to those who are
purchasing multiple prints. This
discount is for orders of prints that are
of the same size and media type only.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

NO. PRINTS
2 to 4
5 to 9
10 +

MEDIA TYPE
○ Premium Glossy
○ Premium Luster
○ Matt
○ Watercolor
○ Canvas
○ Transparency
* DISCOUNT
7% off total print sale
10% off total print sale
15% off total print sale

MEDIA SURFACE NOTES

For more information about
the Natural Mandala,

prints, other related products,
and ordering, please visit us at:

naturalmandala.com

Whereas the two premium papers offer the greatest saturation of color and definition, matt
images have a “natural” feeling to them. Watercolor paper surface is rather textured and
provides an additional organic feeling but the colors tend to be more subdued. Canvas
prints are rather durable and are great for backdrops because of their non-glare quality.
These can be prepared for out of doors use; contact us by email for this special order item.
Transparency prints are great for those that want to backlight the Natural Mandala image
in a variety of venues. Other paper media are available, if you have a specific request for
this image to be printed on, please contact Mr. Oxley via email at rexoxley@msn.com

GICLEE PRINT QUALITY
All images are printed on the highest archival quality paper media. This artist uses Epson
brand printers, inks and media exclusively, so you know that you will be getting the
highest standard of archival, gallery quality prints. Giclee prints provide superior color
accuracy and incredible detail more than other means of reproduction. Epson’s light-fast
ink employs an additional UV protective coating (also scratch resistant), which ensures
that your print will have the color vibrancy and longevity to endure for several lifetimes.

These and other related products will soon be available.
NATURAL MANDALA
NOTE CARDS
AVAILABLE IN FOUR SETS

These card sets feature a full

mandala image and detailed images
of many ornamental designs within
its architecture.

NATURAL MANDALA

Color-By-Hand Poster

This is a 44” x 44” line drawing of the
mandala printed on matte paper; it is

THE BOOK OF THE
NATURAL MANDALA
This is an exhibit study guide to the Natural

Mandala. It includes many photos, the “making of”
sketch-work, conceptual commentary and a full

suitable for coloring with any media that

dissertation about the mandala, the spiritual essence

adults, and very popular with teachers.

ornamentation and the architecture of nature.

you choose. It’s great for children and

of fine art, essays on beauty and creativity,

